
Surviving the supply chain 
crisis with technology

How software can help you forecast and 
maintain the right inventory levels

Come along to our FREE Webinar:

Date:       Thursday, 29 September 2022
Venue:       Zoom Online

Time:       10-11am (including Q&A)

RSVP:        jane.hawarden@horsfield-smith.co.uk

Speakers:

Oliver Caunt | Managing Director | JCS Nuclear Solutions
Why we decided to move from manual to digital processes and how we 
achieved this; how technology has improved productivity, given us our 
time back and streamlined our stock control system

Mark Tooby | Xero Manager | Horsfield & Smith
How Xero and Flowlens can be integrated and used as a tool to 
streamline your manufacturing business, saving you huge amounts of 
time and resources



Here's what JCS Nuclear Solutions has to say:

"The impact of being able to access real time information for all 
employees throughout the business has been immediate" - Oliver 
Caunt, MD, JCS Nuclear Solutions

"The impact has been nothing but positive at all levels within the 
operation of the company" - Oliver Caunt, MD, JCS Nuclear Solutions

"We were operating the best part of 15 spreadsheets that we needed 
to touch on a regular basis and it was quite a realisation to understand 
that all of this was mounting up to a lot of time every week that the 
management at the company was demanding" - Oliver Caunt, MD, JCS 
Nuclear Solutions

"Under Horsfield & Smith's advice, we looked at more modern 
systems, specifically Xero, to do the accounting and bookkeeping, and 
that became the natural progression to look at the bolt-on for the CRM 
and MRP system" - Oliver Caunt, MD, JCS Nuclear Solutions

Here's what Horsfield & Smith Accountants 
has to say:

"Many manufacturing businesses are still running their finance and 
MRP function on ad hoc software and spreadsheets" - Mark Tooby, 
Horsfield & Smith

"Now is the ideal time to look at digital transformation to improve 
productivity" - Mark Tooby, Horsfield & Smith


